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• Primary role is to ensure a safe environment for staff and visitors to the festival, whilst 

ensuring any impacts to residents are managed.

• Table top exercise includes Police, Fire Service, Medical services, Transport, EH, EA 

etc.  Scenario based planning exercise.  Allows review of arrangements in place.
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• Delayed campsite opening for a short period due to heavy rain and water levels.

• Emergency planning liaised with Festival Republic to manage river levels to improve 

site drainage

• Thursday, high pedestrian footfall under Cow Lane bridges resulting in some safety 

concerns.  Festival goers moving through in high numbers to access Portman Road.  

When restrictions on removal of trolleys from the supermarket was enforced, flow 

started to abate and on Friday there was safe flow of traffic and pedestrians.  The 

planned widening of Cow Lane bridges unfortunately will not be in place for the 2016 

festival.
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Licensed for just under 90,000

The site is about 325 acres

Huge logistical exercise involving multi partnership approach.
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• RBC and TVP worked in partnership and fixed penalty notices were used and proved 

very effective.  

• More day tickets sold which had the impact of increased exit numbers at the end of 

each day and therefore traffic pressures.  Pick up and drop offs caused problems 

which officers had to agree an approach with FR and TVP

• Officers will work with FR on egress plans depending on ticket sales
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• Cow lane bridges became blocked and TVP and Network Management had to take 

control.  
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• Promoted hotline number – learning from the previous year

• Provided more information on the sound check process to help manage concerns.  

Still received some complaints, but this is process is essential to ensure that the 

festival can be compliant the rest of the weekend.

• New system was trialled which enabled the noise consultants to identify specific 

frequencies which were causing an issue and change these, rather than just dropping 

the overall volume, this proved to be very effective.

• Also carry out monitoring of the private water supply on site and Air Quality.   As 

might be anticipated, there is an increase particulate levels over the festival period 

and we will be working with FR to ensure that measures are taken to reduce these 

levels.
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Always can be improved and this is part of the residents feedback session.
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• 74% of traders were rated as 5 in 2015 compared to 54% the previous year.

• Awards a good way of improving standards by way of an incentive.  Traders receive 

either a free or discounted pitch for winning the award.  They need to achieve a food 

hygiene rating of 5 and to have good credentials for environmental monitoring, 

general management, gas safety and noise at work awareness.  The awards are a 

partnership approach.

• Officers will be working to improve noise at work exposure for staff and as part of the 

debrief have made recommendations to FR e.g. reconfiguring the layout of bars and 

education on using ear protection.
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• This year included increased use of paramedic and first responder foot patrols for 

initial assessments of casualties, a new first aid facility in the arena and onsite X-ray 

facilities.

• Seen over a 60% reduction in hospital referrals.
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• Increase in the number of illegal street traders from previous year
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• The use of the site went well, but there is a need to review its use given the 

development of Clifton Lido.

• Previous grass reinforcement to the land at Thameside Promenade worked well and 

consideration is being given to further installation of reinforcement of those areas 

most heavily impacted by pedestrian movement
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• Heavy rain over the weekend and high footfall over a number of days led to mud 

being deposited on the footpaths.  This was resolved by additional mechanical 

sweeping,
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• Predominantly concerns from businesses.  As soon as we became aware of the 

planned closure of the gate, officers wrote to businesses to ensure that they were 

kept informed.  Some pro’s and cons.  The cleansing team were able to concentrate 

on a more defined area.  The risks to pedestrians throughout the festival was 

reduced, although there were some initial issues with pedestrian flows under Cow 

Lane, which dissipated after Thursday.

• Mud/dust on the roads was managed by the street cleaning team.  Due to the 

inclement weather.
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Waste and recycling – trying to better manage through signs in the arena and across the 

site.  

Trying to incentivise
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Aim to achieve a 50% reduction in festival-related annual green house gas emissions by 

2025. 

As a participating festival, measures will be put in place to achieve this, such as:

• Reducing waste where possible and aiming for 50% (or more) recycling rates by 2025.

• Reducing reliance on fossil fuels where possible and aiming to reduce annual diesel 

consumption by 50% (or more) by 2025.

• Working with audiences, suppliers and artists to positively influence travel choices 

and reduce travel-related emissions.
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Economic activity can attract poor business practices and TS are there to ensure that 

consumer detriment is minimised.
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• Also investigated large amounts of alcohol being seized on attempted entry from 

under age persons at the gates.

• Retailers named by the underage young people who had accepted fake ID were 

visited and reminded to make the appropriate checks and challenges.

• Three retailers and one trader issued with a Temporary Event Notice outside the 

festival sold to a test purchaser.

• One onsite bar failed.
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